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• Some commonly cited motivations for OA

• Background to the UK policy position

• REF policy aims and requirements

• RCUK policy

• Challenges
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The Internet makes it easy to 
share research outputs freely.

Motivations for OA

So let’s subvert the current 
system…

…to deliver an 
unprecedented public 

good!
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“The principle that the 

results of research that has 

been publicly funded 

should be freely

accessible in the public 

domain is a compelling 

one, and fundamentally 

unanswerable.” 

Motivations for OA
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“The current system of journal 
publishing is too expensive, 
unsustainable, and in crisis.“ 

Motivations for OA
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http://www.theguardian.com/science/2012/apr/24/harvard-university-journal-publishers-prices
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Finch Report – July 2012

Key Recommendations for RCUK: 

 Policy support for publishing in OA and hybrid journals, 

including public funders establishing more flexible and 

effective arrangements to meet costs

 Eliminate as far as possible restrictions on use/re-use

 Negotiations on subscriptions to take into account the 

shift to open access

 Funders’ limitations on embargoes to be considered 

carefully

 Clear requirements on universities to establish 

publication funds and associated policies
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Some concerns…

• Quality?

• Ability to pay? 

• UK “going it alone”?

• Double-dipping?

• Licensing?

• Learned societies?

• “Academic freedom”?

And is it even necessary?
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• Open research is 
excellent research

• Mandates are 
successful 

• £1.6 billion

And now the REF

http:/is.gd/OAREF



• Maximising the reach and impact of 
research we fund

• Delivering a future that is ‘open by default’

• Not ‘distorting’ the system unilaterally and 
ideologically…

• …but fixing some of the problems in the 
system

Our aims



• Author engagement is essential

• We must set clear and straightforward rules

• We must be ambitious, but reasonable and 
flexible

Our aims



• To be eligible for the next REF, journal 
articles and conference papers accepted 
after 1 April 2016 must be:

o Deposited in a repository as the peer-
reviewed manuscript (or better)

o Made accessible for read and 
download after 12 months or 24 
months

The minimum requirements

 Full policy: http:/is.gd/OAREF



RCUK policy in a nut-shell

 Effective from 1 April 2013

 Authors must publish in a RCUK Open Access 

compliant journal

 Journal achieves compliance through Gold CC-BY, or 

else Green, 6(12) months, post-print, 

‘CC-BY-NC’

 RCUK preference is for Gold.  However, choice is with 

authors and their institutions

 Block grants provided to institutions

 Five year transition to 100% OA



Funding -

Block grant to cover APCs
 Institutions must establish Publication Funds and the 

processes and procedures for payment of APCs

 Block grant estimate is that 26k publications per year 

are issued from Research Councils’ funding

 Average APC estimated in Finch = £1727 + VAT, paid 

at 80% fEC = £1658



Burgess Review 2015

 Independent panel, chaired by Professor 

Sir Bob Burgess (former vice-chancellor)

 Early stage review helpful in providing a 

baseline for future

 Will need to return to some areas, such 

as use of licences and length of 

embargoes, when there is more 

evidence.

 RCUK will continue to monitor 

compliance with the policy (including to 

assess the rate and cost of transition to 



Burgess Review –

Issues identified

 Licences - still an area of concerns – divergence of 

experience between STEM and HASS

 Embargoes - Substantial concern remains around 

possible shortening of embargoes post-transition 

period.

 Costs - Transition to open access proving substantial 

‘burden’ on resources to the sector.

 Communications – introduction of the policy led to 

considerable confusion in the sector



Will publishers allow authors to 
deposit their papers in 

repositories?

Yes!



How many journal articles are 
published in venues with permissible 

embargoes?

96%

0 25 50 75 100

Source: HEFCE analysis of REF2014 submission



How many papers are being 
deposited today?

12%

0 25 50 75 100

Bjork, B. C., Laakso, M., Welling, P., & Paetau, P. (2014). Anatomy of Green Open Access. Journal of the 

Association for Information Science and Technology, 65(2), 237-250.



• Exceptions apply where deposit not 
possible / open access not possible etc

• Benefits of OA should be extended 
beyond journals and conferences

• Libre OA is a desirable ‘end game’

A few more details…

 Full policy: http:/is.gd/OAREF



• Implementation and monitoring

• Stability vs. harmony

• Ambition vs. realism

• Long-term trajectory for UK OA: are 
we seizing the golden opportunity?

Challenges



• Author engagement is possible, but is 
challenging 

• HEIs want systems in place to notify of 
accepted papers

• We have granted flexibility in Y1 to 
deal with this

• Will review this autumn

Pinch-point: deposit on acceptance



The future is open, and the 
benefits are substantial



Additional requirements

 Acknowledgement of funding

 Statement on access to the underlying research 

materials

 Helps support the transparency, integrity and 

robustness of the research process

“Science’s powerful capacity for self-correction 

comes from this openness to scrutiny and challenge”.

Science as an open enterprise

Royal Society, June 2012



Building the evidence base (1)

‘Developing an Effective Market for Open Access Article 

Processing Charges’ (March 2014)

 OA market growing by 30% a year

 Mega journals are the fastest growing segment

 Overall APC revenue approx. $182m in 2012 and 

growing at about 34% annually

 APC price: OA journal ~$1,418 vs hybrid ~ $2,727 

 Funders considering various scenarios, such as 

capping funding for hybrid

 Mechanisms for offsetting need to be developed to 

avoid ‘double-dipping’



Building the evidence base (2)

Evolution or revolution? Publishers’ perceptions of 

future directions in research communications and the 

publisher role (April 2015)

- Issue of sustainability in the light of the continuing growth 

in research outputs

- Need for system efficiencies (submission, payment, etc.)

- APCs price is set on cost, value and market competition

- Publish or perish - change reward mechanisms

- Evidence base is limited for length of Green embargoes

- Confidence in OA: establish agreed criteria and standards



Thank you for listening

d.Sweeney@hefce.ac.uk

openaccess@hefce.ac.uk
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